By Bill Renter

In the final meet of the season the MIT skiers were defeated by the A Division teams at the annual Middlebury College Winter Carnival last weekend. Dartmouth was the meet over the favorite, Middlebury, in a last chance effort on the Snow Devils' 92.5 jump.

Olympian Skaton victorious

Headed by Olympic Team member Gordy Eaton, 74.6 sec., Middlebury took the first three places on their standard downhill course which runs through the woods. In a close grouping of times Ed Roberts '66, 84.2 sec., finish first for the MIT team supported by Giovanni Enro '65, 85.5 sec., and Karl Kehler '65, 87.3 sec. Also coming for MIT was Dave Avrin '67, 92.5 sec.

That afternoon Kirket of Williams placed first in the cross country, 1:07:13, followed by Churinoff of Harvard, 1:08:44, on an icy and bare-spotted track. Bad luck for MIT was Dave Avrin '67, 93.5 sec. to technical leading frostbite. The pistolmen will try to improve their standard downhill course which runs through the woods. In a close grouping of times Ed Roberts '66, 84.2 sec., finish first for the MIT team supported by Giovanni Enro '65, 85.5 sec., and Karl Kehler '65, 87.3 sec. Also coming for MIT was Dave Avrin '67, 92.5 sec.
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